June 2012
Cherri and I are now able to share with you news about some upcoming challenges and changes
taking place within our family circle.
We have been asked by our NTM Field Ministries team to change our focus solely on Indonesia
to another role assisting the board of NTM Singapore. Our responsibilities will be multi faceted
and will have somewhat of an international flavor as we maintain existing contacts and serve
alongside other leadership teams in the region. Our main purpose remains the same, and our
objectives will be very much focused upon the equipping and development of church planting
teams. The ultimate goal is to assist the Church to fulfill her responsibility to the least reached
people of the earth.

Our current plan is to move to Singapore towards
the end of June or early July. One of the realities
of this new situation is that we are going to be
living in one of the most expensive places to live
in S.E. Asia – quite a change from our experiences
in Indonesia. This means that we are trusting the
Lord to do something very special for us in terms
of our housing, setting up, travel and daily needs.
Would you join us in prayer about these things?
We have seen our Heavenly Father do amazing things for us in the past, so we are confident
that His provision will be more than enough and provided when the time is right. Maybe there
will be a believer there who owns an unused apartment and needs a tenant. Maybe the Lord
will touch others to bring an increase to our support to match the need, or maybe God has
some way of providing for this need that we could not possibly foresee! Whatever the case, we
plan to keep moving forward toward this new objective and see what the Lord has in mind. We
are currently waiting for further information about procuring a Singapore work permit.

David & Melissa are also in the process of change as for health reasons they have found it
necessary to move out of the Nagi work. As I write this they are meeting with the leadership
team of Papua and the missions director from our home church in order to find the most
appropriate place for them to serve within the country.
Jodi and Jason are also in transition as they just arrived in the U.S. for a short home assignment
period. They will stay here in San Diego for 2 months before leaving for Canada for the rest of
their time. We are so happy to see some of our grandchildren again even though we have to
say goodbye again so quickly when we leave for Singapore.
So there we are. Many transitions and changes are in progress in our little world and we
appreciate your understanding and support as we adjust to new things once again. As always,

our thanks go out to you for your generosity, prayers on our behalf and every act of kindness
with which you have blessed us during this extremely busy home assignment.
Our email will remain the same. Other contact information will be forthcoming as set up in a
new location overseas. We will be in touch again closer to our departure.
Barrie & Cherri

